DIRECT ACTION
We are all about advancing climate solutions that strengthen our community:

Together through the NM Healthy Soil Act & initiative we’re supporting farmers & ranchers in the pursuit of regenerative agriculture, which reduces pollution & emissions while boosting productivity, public health, water saving & resiliency. Learn more & get involved in this empowering movement at www.nmhealthysoil.org.

In a long standing collaboration we’re providing weatherization services for very low income households knowing that buildings are responsible for over 30% of GHG emissions but when made efficient & retrofitted - especially for those in need - they become a hopeful solution.

We’re partnering w/ Climate Defenders on a carbon pricing initiative to address transportation emissions, the 2nd largest source of statewide emissions. We support a fair market based solution implementing a fee at the pump & using the revenue for EV expansion, public transport, road improvement & tax credits for working families.

We are honoring young people and their empowering solutions to the climate crisis through our climate scholarship endowment, paid student internship program, annual Art of Climate Justice project & more.

TEAM BUILDING
CCLI gives out annual seed grant awards to honor leadership & foster teamwork. 2019 categories/ recipients are:

Climate Courage Award - to four extraordinary youth — Aspen, Jonathon, Lilith & Sierra — for their leadership & hopeful dedication to addressing the climate crisis & for their stellar participation in the Sept 20 2019 Climate Strike.

Direct Action — Protect Our Winters (POW) for excellence in integrating climate action to the great outdoors and the winter endeavors we hold so dear.

Innovation - Renewable Energy Taos for being a leader in New Mexico advancing towards 100% renewable energy, w/ electric transportation & sustainability commitments.

Justice - SF Housing Action Coalition for advancing affordable housing in the community which not only fosters integrity & social equity but also meaningfully helps reduce transportation sector emissions by enabling people to live near where they work.

Conservation - Reunity Farm for outstanding endeavors to engage the community & re-invigorate the land through regenerative agriculture.

Education - Climate X Change for hosting a conference in Santa Fe, building stakeholder support & helping us develop New Mexico carbon pricing legislation.

Strengthening our community & combatting greenhouse gas emissions at once!
Join CCLI @ www.takeresponsibility.us / 505-988-3364 / ccli@takeresponsibility.us